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Abstract
This paper shows how a domain-speciﬁc semantics for object models can be used to support the develop-
ment of transformations that reﬂect a particular implementation strategy. The semantics captures model
constraints and domain assumptions in terms of abstract data types, and a transformation is correct if and
only if it corresponds to a data reﬁnement. The transformations represent development steps, involving the
completion of method descriptions, and validity checks, addressing issues of deﬁnedness and consistency.
The paper shows how compositions of transformations may be used for the automatic generation of working
systems from formal, object-oriented designs.
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1 Introduction
Object-orientation is an eﬀective means of controlling complexity in software sys-
tems design. Object-oriented languages provide rich, semantic support for the clas-
siﬁcation and association of data, operations, and constraints. However, the richness
of this semantics means that the consequences of design decisions can be diﬃcult to
determine; in particular, it may be diﬃcult for a designer to establish whether the
description of an operation is consistent with the speciﬁed constraint information.
In this paper, we present a formal semantics for object models that will allow
us to calculate the consequences of our design decisions, under two, simple assump-
tions: that the eﬀect of each operation can be adequately described in terms of the
relationship between data values and associations before and after it takes place; and
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that the speciﬁcation describes a component whose interface will allow concurrent
execution only of operations that involve disjoint sets of data values.
We show how this semantics can be extended to include additional assump-
tions about the domain of application, and used to establish a simple criterion for
the correctness of model transformations with respect to a particular implemen-
tation strategy: a transformation is correct if and only if it corresponds to a data
reﬁnement in the extended semantics. We show also how a sequence of model trans-
formations can be used in the automatic generation of correct implementations of
object-oriented designs.
The paper begins with a brief account of object modelling, and an overview of
Booster, a formal, object-oriented language that will enable a concise exploration
of the issues explored in this paper. In Section 3, we present a semantics for object
models, suﬃcient for the analysis of global constraint information. In Section 4, we
show how this semantics may be extended to reﬂect assumptions about the domain
of application, expressed as an implementation strategy for postconditions.
We present a correctness criterion for model transformations: a transformation
is correct with respect to a particular implementation strategy if and only if it
corresponds to a data reﬁnement within the extended semantics. In the ﬁnal section,
we examine two particular aspects of the semantics: the distinction between classes
and components, and the treatment of inheritance. We discuss related work in the
domain of formal methods, and outline possible directions for future research.
2 Object models
Object-oriented design arose as extension of object-oriented programming, taking
the concepts of classes, associations, and methods into the initial stages of sys-
tems analysis and design. The representation of a system as a collection of objects,
each with an intuitive explanation in the real world, made it easier for designers
to capture requirements and develop understanding—just as the developers of pro-
gramming languages such as Simula [3] had intended.
Object-oriented modelling languages support the presentation of a design in
terms of an object (or class) model, describing the features of each class of objects,
and the associations between them. A constraint language can be used to specify
pre- and postconditions for operations, and invariant properties for classes and
associations. Any further description of operations is usually given in terms of
code, written in the target language of the implementation.
2.1 Association invariants
In realistic applications, we will often see constraints whose scope extends beyond
that of a single class. For example, we might wish to insist that, whenever an
object of class Student refers to an object of class Staff as its supervisor, then
that object should refer to the student object as one of its supervisees, and vice
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versa:
∀ s1 : Staﬀ ; s2 : Student • s2 ∈ s1.supervisees ⇔ s2.supervisor = s1
We refer to such a constraint as an association invariant.
context Staff
inv supervisees -> forall( s | s.supervisor = self)
context Student
inv supervisor.supervisees -> includes(self)
Fig. 1. Supervision
In Uniﬁed Modeling Language [17] models, the Object Constraint Language
(OCL) [21] can be used to specify association invariants. In Fig. 1, the text below
the class diagram tells us that the two associations—represented as a single line—
are related in the way speciﬁed above: supervisor and supervisees are inverses
of one another.
The existence of global constraints is an inevitable consequence of the distribu-
tion of related information across multiple classes and associations. However, the
complex nature of a large object model, and the phenomenon of aliasing—the fact
that there may be more than one means of referring to the same object—may make
it extremely diﬃcult for a designer to take proper account of global constraints
when specifying an operation. This leads to inconsistencies in design, and errors in
implementation.
The demand for more precise object models is increasing with the adoption
of model-driven development, in which a wide variety of system artifacts—source
code, conﬁguration ﬁles, interface deﬁnitions—are generated automatically from the
current version of the model. If this generation process is to produce correct results,
then any global constraints must be included explicitly in the model, making the
overall design harder to understand, and more likely to be inconsistent.
This problem can be addressed through the application of formal methods. By
giving an appropriate semantics to object models, and providing a formal description
of the intended eﬀect of each operation, we can calculate any additional pre- and
post-conditions required for the consistency of the overall design. Furthermore, if
we extend the semantics with an explicit implementation strategy, we may use the
completed model as a basis for the generation of a correct implementation.
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CLASS Staff
ASSOCIATIONS
supervisees : SET(Student . supervisor)
METHODS
assign( true
| student_in : supervisees )
END;
CLASS Student
ATTRIBUTES
account : NAT
ASSOCIATIONS
supervisor : [Staff . supervisees]
registered : SET(Course . reglist)
waiting : SET(Course . waitlist)
METHODS
register( account >= course_in.fee &
| course_in : registered &
account = account_0 - course_in.fee)
END;
Fig. 2. Staﬀ and Student
2.2 The Booster notation
The Booster notation is an object-oriented modelling language developed with these
objectives in mind. It includes features of three diﬀerent formal methods—the B
method [2], the Z notation [19], and the Reﬁnement Calculus [16]—and is sup-
ported by an enhanced version of the B toolkit. An overview of its design, and the
default semantics of the method language, have been presented at earlier SBMF
conferences [4,6].
A Booster model is described as a collection of classes, each with a collection
of attribute, association, and method declarations. Each association is declared in
the context of its source class, and takes the type of its target. Basic association
invariants—those linking matching pairs of associations—are incorporated in the
association declarations; other constraints may be introduced as invariants, declared
in the context of an appropriate class.
Fig. 2 presents a Booster model that includes the constraints of the UML
model of Fig. 1, adding two further associations: registered, and waiting. The
supervisor association is optional: a student may not have a supervisor. The other
three associations are set-valued: each staﬀ member may have a number of students
as supervisees; each student may be registered or waiting for many courses.
In Booster, each method is declared as a pair of constraints: the intended pre-
and post-conditions for that operation. These constraints may refer to attributes
and associations declared in other classes. The postcondition constraint may refer
also to other methods; this allows the construction of compound operations, and the
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CLASS Course
INVARIANTS
reglist /\ waitlist = {}
reglist.card <= capacity
ATTRIBUTES
fee, capacity : NAT
ASSOCIATIONS
reglist : SET(Student . registered)
waitlist : SET(Student . waiting)
END;
CLASS TA EXTENDS Staff, Student
INVARIANTS
supervisor /= this
METHODS
register( course_in.waitlist = {}
| true )
END;
Fig. 3. Course and Teaching Assistant (TA)
delegation of aspects of functionality to methods declared in the context of other,
associated classes.
The annotation in denotes an input value, which may be a reference to an
object of another class; 0 denotes a value held by an attribute before the operation
takes place. In Fig. 2, the method register may be performed only if suﬃcient
funds are available and the size of reglist for the course in question is less than
the speciﬁed capacity. The intended eﬀect is that the course should be added
to the registered list, and that the student’s account should be debited by the
appropriate fee.
The declaration of an association can be extended to give the name of a matching
association in the opposite direction; this is an economical means of expressing
symmetry properties. For example, the declaration of supervisor within Student
includes the information that supervisees is the name of the matching association
within Staff, and vice versa. This captures exactly the property described at the
beginning of this section.
Other constraints may be declared simply as class invariants. In Fig. 3, the con-
straints reglist /\ waitlist = {} and reglist.card < capacity express the
requirements that: no student should be on both the waiting list and the registra-
tion list for the same course; and the number of students registered on a course
should not exceed its stated capacity.
The class TA extends Staff and Student, inheriting the features of both classes,
and adding two additional constraints: the supervisor should not be a reference
to the current object (this); and the register operation should be available only
if the waiting list for the course is empty. A teaching assistant cannot be his or her
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[Name,Value,Constraint ]
Multiplicity ::=
mandatory | optional | many
Attribute
type : PValue
Association
target ,mirror : Name
multiplicity : Multiplicity
Method
pre, post : Constraint
Class
extends : PName
invariant : Constraint
attribute : Name → Attribute
association : Name → Association
method : Name → Method
Model
class : Name → Class
Fig. 4. Model structure
own supervisor, and can register on a course only if there are no students waiting.
Method declarations may be re-used by including method names as part of a
postcondition, and composed using one of four method combinators: AND, OR, THEN,
and ALL: for example, we might declare
wait( true
| course_in : waiting )
signup( register OR wait )
The method signup has the intended eﬀect of registering a student on a course, or
adding them to the waiting list if this is not possible.
3 Component semantics
To deﬁne a semantics for object models, we introduce an abstract syntax, repre-
senting the structure of our models using names, sets, and relations. In the syntax
of Fig. 4: a model is described as a collection of named classes; each class has
a list of superclasses, an invariant property, and named methods, attributes, and
associations; each method has two named components, both constraints, denoting
its pre- and post-conditions; each attribute has a type, corresponding to a range of
primitive values. For the purposes of this paper, we will take Name, Constraint ,
and Value as given sets.
An association has a target type and a multiplicity, which may be optional,
mandatory, or many. It may be connected to a matching association in the opposite
direction by naming that association as its mirror : this provides an economical
means of specifying the basic form of association invariant. The multiplicity of the
two associations will determine the nature of the underlying relationship.
We will map each instance of this structure to an abstract data type, comprising
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a set of states, and a collection of named operations upon these states. The abstract
data type will represent the semantics of a component, speciﬁed by the collection
of associated classes in the object model. If we use ObjectID to denote a set of
references, then the set of all possible component states may be described by the
following schema:
ComponentState
extent : Name → PObjectID
link : Name → Name → (ObjectID ↔ ObjectID)
value : Name → Name → (ObjectID → Value)
For each class name, we have an extent , modelled as a set of references; for each
association, we have a relation between references; for each attribute, we have a
function from references to values.
We will use schemas to introduce names to represent particular instances of
classes, associations, attributes, and methods. The same schemas will declare the
identiﬁers of the corresponding schema type, and relate their values to those of
identiﬁers in the enclosing scope: for example,
IdentifyModel
Model
thisModel : Model
thisModel = θModel
IdentifyClass
IdentifyModel ; Class
thisClass : Name
thisClass → θClass ∈ class
The second schema relates the two scopes Model and Class, linking the values of
identiﬁers so that, for example, extends = (class thisClass).extends.
We deﬁne a semantic function C to translate each model constraint into the
semantic notions of extent , link , and value. If
Condition == PComponentState
then this function has the type
C : Model → ObjectID → Constraint → Condition
The translation of the constraint is parameterised by the identity of the current
object: any relative paths in the constraint expression will begin from this point.
Our model semantics will be parameterised by an implementation strategy P,
expressed as a function from constraints to programs:
P : Model → ObjectID → Constraint → Program
For the purposes of this section, we need not explore the representation of programs,
requiring only that two other functions can be deﬁned: the ﬁrst describes a notion
of weakest preconditions,
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wp : Program × Condition → Condition
and the second maps each program to the corresponding eﬀect upon the state of
the component:
R : Program → (ComponentState ↔ ComponentState)
We will emphasise the key arguments of P, C, and R by enclosing them within
double brackets.
In this account of the semantics, we will assume that we have already ‘ﬂat-
tened’ any inheritance hierarchies. Within each class declaration, we may add the
conjunction of the invariants, and the union of the attribute lists, declared in any
superclasses. Within each method declaration, we may add the conjunction of the
preconditions, and the conjunction of the postconditions, declared for the same
method in any superclasses. The justiﬁcation for this, and the implications for
object modelling, will be discussed at length in Section 5.
The conditions upon the component state are derived from information declared
within classes, most notably the class invariants:
InvariantConstraint
IdentifyClass; ComponentState
∀ thisObject : extent thisClass •
let C′ == C thisModel thisObject • θComponentState ∈ C′ [[ invariant ]]
For each class, the invariant constraint must be satisﬁed when instantiated for each
of the current objects: that is, for each object reference in the extent of the class, the
current component state (written as θComponentState) must satisfy the instantiated
condition C thisModel thisObject [[invariant ]], abbreviated as C′ [[ invariant ]].
Similarly, the value of each attribute must be of the appropriate type:
AttributeConstraint
IdentifyAttribute; ComponentState
∀ thisObject : extent thisClass •
thisAttr ∈ dom(value thisClass) ∧
value thisClass thisAttr thisObject ∈ type
Just as attribute declarations constrain the value part of the component state,
association declarations constrain the link relation. We record link information for
exactly those association names declared in a class, and the information recorded
must reﬂect the type and multiplicity constraints.
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AssociationConstraint
IdentifyAssociation; ComponentState
dom(link thisClass) = dom association
let thisLink == link thisClass thisAssoc •
thisLink ∈ extent thisClass ↔ extent target ∧
thisLink = (link target mirror)∼ ∧
multiplicity = mandatory ⇒ dom thisLink = extent thisClass ∧
multiplicity 
= many ⇒ thisLink ∈ extent thisClass → extent target
These constraints are combined in the following schema, for each of the classes in
the model, and for each of the attributes and associations in each class:
ModelConstraints
IdentifyModel ; ComponentState
dom class = dom link = dom extent = dom value
∀ thisClass : dom class • ∃Class •
InvariantConstraint ∧
(∀ thisAttr : dom attribute • ∃Attribute • AttributeConstraint) ∧
(∀ thisAssoc : dom association • ∃Association • AssociationConstraint)
The semantics of a method will be given as an operation: a relation between
component state, parameterised by an object identiﬁer. We will deﬁne an operation
for each named method in each named class:
Operations ==
Name → Name → ObjectID → (ComponentState ↔ ComponentState)
The operation corresponding to a method with precondition pre and postcondition
post is obtained by restricting the relation produced by the postcondition to a
suitable subset of its domain. The restriction ensures that whenever the operation is
applied, the component invariant—the sum total of constraint information presented
in the class declarations—is maintained; it is calculated as the weakest precondition
for the intended program to achieve the component invariant:
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MethodSemantics
IdentifyMethod
modelInvariant : Condition
thisObject : ObjectID
operations : Operations
let C′ == C thisModel thisObject ; P ′ == P thisModel thisObject •
operations thisClass thisMethod thisObject =
C′ [[ pre ]] ∩ wp(P ′ [[ post ]], C′ [[ post ]] ∩modelInvariant)

(R ◦ P ′) [[ post ]]
where  is the domain restriction operator of the Z notation, restricting the relation
to those pairs whose ﬁrst element lies within the speciﬁed set.
We may now deﬁne our semantics, relating each instance of Model to an instance
of an abstract data type, represented as an element of the schema type
ADT
states : PComponentState
operations : Operations
by applying the constraint of MethodSemantics to each method, within each class,
with the component invariant deﬁned by ModelConstraints:
ComponentSemantics
Model ; ADT
dom operations = dom class
let modelInvariant == {ComponentState | ModelConstraints} •
states = modelInvariant ∧
∀ thisClass : dom class • ∃Class •
∀ thisMethod : dommethod • ∃Method •
∀ thisObject : ObjectID • MethodSemantics
For any pair of abstract data types A and B , we say that B is a reﬁnement
of A if every behaviour of B , in the context of a sequential program, is a possible
behaviour of A. In the simplest case, where the two data types share the same
underlying state space, and have the same initialisation and ﬁnalisation, B is a
reﬁnement of A if and only if
dom op A ⊆ dom op B ∧ (dom op A op B) ⊆ op A
for any operation name op, where op A and op B denote the relations corresponding
to op in A and B respectively.
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If two models MA and MB diﬀer only in terms of invariant properties and method
descriptions, then the data type semantics of MA will be reﬁned by that of MB if
and only if for each method
pre ′A ⊆ pre
′
B ∧ pre
′
A  (R ◦ P
′) [[ postB ]] ⊆ (R ◦ P
′) [[ postA ]]
where pre ′A and pre
′
B denote the completed preconditions of the method in models
MA and MB respectively, and are given by
pre ′A = C
′ [[ preA ]] ∩ wp(P
′ [[ postA ]], C
′ [[ postA ]] ∩ invA)
pre ′B = C
′ [[ preB ]] ∩ wp(P
′ [[ postB ]], C
′ [[ postB ]] ∩ invB)
In the domain-speciﬁc context of Program, wp, and P, we may produce a data reﬁne-
ment by weakening the completed precondition, or by strengthening the completed
postcondition of any operation.
This semantics for object models, together with the corresponding notion of
reﬁnement, gives us a correctness criterion for model transformations. If the imple-
mentation strategy is fully deterministic, in the sense that P o9 R is functional, then
a transformation is correct if and only if it preserves the model semantics exactly.
If not, then we have a more general requirement: that the transformation should
correspond to a data reﬁnement of the completed model semantics.
4 A speciﬁc application domain
4.1 Target language
To demonstrate the value of the semantics, we will consider a possible application
domain for the Booster notation, expressed as an implementation strategy directed
at the following language of guarded commands:
〈command〉 ::= “skip” | 〈assignment〉 |
〈guard〉 “→” 〈command〉 | 〈command〉 “” 〈command〉 |
〈command〉 “ ; ” 〈command〉 | 〈command 〉 “‖” 〈command 〉 |
“all” 〈variable〉 “:” 〈variable〉 “.” 〈command〉 |
“any” 〈variable〉 “:” 〈variable〉 “.” 〈command〉
Here, ‘all’ is implemented as iteration, and ‘any’ will choose an object identiﬁer for
which the speciﬁed predicate is true, provided that there is at least one available.
4.2 Implementation strategy
In this example, we will consider a simple strategy in which primitive conditions—
equality, set membership, set non-membership—are mapped to guarded assign-
ments, and other predicates are either decomposed, or mapped to guard conditions.
This strategy may map methods to programs that have non-trivial initial guards:
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the resulting operation is not always available; it is thus most appropriate for the
development of data components with interfaces that can block the invocation of
methods in circumstances where they are not applicable.
The eﬀect of P ′ upon composite postconditions is exactly as one might expect:
P ′ [[ true ]] = skip
P ′ [[ p ∧ q ]] = P ′ [[ p ]] ‖ P ′ [[ q ]]
P ′ [[ p ∨ q ]] = P ′ [[ p ]]  P ′ [[ q ]]
P ′ [[ p ⇒ q ]] = (C [[ p ]] → P ′ [[ q ]])

(¬ C [[ p ]] → skip)
P ′ [[ ∀ a : s • p ]] = all a : s .P ′ [[ p ]]
P ′ [[ ∃ a : s • p ]] = any a : s .P ′ [[ p ]]
When it comes to the primitive conditions, a = b, a ∈ s and a /∈ s, the eﬀect of
P ′ depends upon whether a and s are reference-valued—denoting associations—or
attributes of primitive type. If they are reference-valued, then we must consider the
multiplicity and symmetry properties of the corresponding association: for example,
if a and b correspond to an optional-to-optional association between classes B and
A, then P ′ [[ a = a1 ]] is interpreted as follows:
P ′ [[ this.a = a1 ]] = a1.b = {} →
a := a1; a1.b := this;
(a0 = {} ∨ a0 = a1→ skip

a0 
= {} ∧ a0 
= a1→ a0.b := {})
Provided that the matching optional attribute b—denoting the reverse association—
is not already set, this method will assign the prescribed value to a, update b to
match. Finally, if a already had a diﬀerent value, then the original matching optional
attribute, identiﬁed as a0.b, needs to be unset to maintain the invariant.
Another strategy that we could have adopted here is described by
P ′ [[ this.a = a1 ]] = a1.b = {} →
a := a1; a1.b := this;
(a0 = {} ∨ a0 = a1→ skip

a0 
= {} ∧ a0 
= a1→ a0.b := {})

a1.b 
= {} → skip
in which the method is always available, but will have no eﬀect if the matching
optional attribute is already set when the method is invoked.
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The following deﬁnition of P ′ would give us a more insistent strategy, in which
the intended change will be eﬀected, and any other assignments required to maintain
the model invariants will be carried out—even if they aﬀect a part of the system
not directly associated with the current object.
P ′ [[ this.a = a1 ]] = a := a1; a1.b := this;
(a0 = {} ∨ a0 = a1→ skip

a0 
= {} ∧ a0 
= a1→ a0.b := {});
(a1.b0 = {} ∨ a1.b0 = this→ skip

a1.b0 
= {} ∧ a1.b0 
= this→ a1.b.a := {})
The current version of Booster compiler adopts the ﬁrst implementation strategy:
it is being used for the development of data components with interfaces that can
eﬀectively block methods outside their guard (or their completed precondition with
respect to the invariants, which amounts to the same thing); it assumes that users
can anticipate the eﬀects of their intentions upon directly connected objects, but
that eﬀects upon others should be blocked by default—any intent to change at-
tributes elsewhere in the model must be added explicitly.
The most convenient way of expressing the intention to update unrelated at-
tributes is through the use of combinators. The implementation strategy interprets
these in the obvious way:
P ′ [[ M1 AND M2 ]] = P ′ [[ M1 ]] ‖ P ′ [[ M2 ]]
P ′ [[ M1 OR M2 ]] = P ′ [[ M1 ]]  P ′ [[ M2 ]]
P ′ [[ M1 THEN M2 ]] = P ′ [[ M1 ]] ; P ′ [[ M2 ]]
Finally, a simple reference to another method is interpreted as a guarded program,
where the guard is that method’s declared precondition, and the remainder of the
program is obtained by applying our strategy to the postcondition:
P ′ [[ M ]] = C [[ M.pre ]]→ P ′ [[ M.post ]]
For the object model of Fig. 2, the association denoted by supervisees and
supervisor is many-to-optional, from the perspective of the Staff class. Our
implementation strategy interprets the given postcondition of assign as follows:
P ′ [[ student in : supervisees ]] =
student in.supervisor = {} →
supervisees := supervisees∪ {student in} ;
student in.supervisor := this
Similarly, the association denoted by registered and reglist is many-to-many,
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and the strategy interprets the ﬁrst postcondition of register as follows:
P ′ [[ course in : registered ]] =
registered := registered∪ {course in} ;
course in.reglist := course in.reglist∪ {this}
The fact that supervisor is an optional attribute means that the ﬁrst program
is guarded, given our insistence that no change is made, automatically, to an object
at more than one remove; a many-to-many association, on the other hand, requires
no additional guard.
4.3 Weakest preconditions
For an object thisObject of class thisClass, the semantic eﬀect of an assignment to
association as is described by the substitution
link thisClass as := link thisClass as ⊕ {thisObject → e}
where ⊕ is the relational overriding operator of the Z notation. The weakest pre-
condition for the assignment to achieve condition cond is then given by
wp(as := e, cond) =
cond [link thisClass as := link thisClass as ⊕ {thisObject → e}]
If at represents a primitive-valued attribute, then the weakest precondition for the
assignment is given by
wp(at := e, cond) =
cond [value thisClass at := value thisClass at ⊕ {thisObject → e}]
If we regard object identiﬁers simply as values, then link and value may be replaced
by a single function; it is useful, however, to maintain a distinction.
This formulation of weakest preconditions illustrates the adequacy of the model
semantics with regard to the phenomenon of aliasing. If for example, x and y are
two diﬀerent ways of referring to the same object, then the weakest precondition
for the assignment x .a := e to establish the condition y .a = e should be simply
true, and this is the condition obtained from the above calculation. If, on the other
hand, our semantics permitted direct substitution, we would obtain
wp(x .a := a, y .a = e) = y .a = e
which, as x is aliased to y , would be the wrong result.
If we calculate the weakest precondition for the program P ′ [[ Student.assign ]]
to achieve the component invariant, we obtain the constraint
student in.supervisor = {} ∧
student in ∈ Student ∧ this ∈ Staff
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together with the requirement that the invariant holds before the operation is in-
voked. The precondition of the related program P ′ [[TA.assign ]] has the additional
constraint
student in 
= this ∧ this ∈ TA
Similarly, the precondition of P ′ [[ Student.register ]] includes
course in.reglist.card < course in.capacity ∧
course in /∈ waiting ∧
course in ∈ Course ∧ this ∈ Student
The ﬁnal semantics of assign and register is obtained by restricting the proposed
programs with these preconditions. If we use this semantics to direct our imple-
mentation, we are guaranteed to produce a system that correctly implements both
the method intentions and the model constraints.
4.4 Model transformations
In practice, calculating the weakest precondition for a program to achieve the whole
of the component invariant may not be the most eﬀective way to proceed. Instead,
we prefer to develop a series of model transformations, consistent with the imple-
mentation strategy for a speciﬁc domain, and apply these to complete the pre-
and post-conditions of methods in a step-wise fashion, until the method description
corresponds to the ﬁnal semantics.
For example, the Booster compiler employs a model transformation that would
have the eﬀect of extending the declaration of assign from
assign( true
| student_in : supervisees )
to one that is closer to the completed semantics:
assign( student_in.supervisor = {}
| student_in : supervisees &
student_in.supervisor = this )
Note that this transformation strengthens the speciﬁed precondition of the method,
and yet corresponds to a data reﬁnement of the model semantics, in the context of
the implementation strategy expressed by P ′.
Another transformation, applicable when a postcondition includes a set member-
ship condition for a many-to-many association, extends the declaration of register
register( account >= course_in.fee &
| course_in : registered &
account = account_0 - course_in.fee )
to produce
register( account >= course_in.fee &
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course_in.reglist.card < course_in.capacity &
course_in /: waiting
| course_in : registered &
this : course_in.reglist &
account = account_0 - course_in.fee )
Again, this corresponds to a data reﬁnement in the semantics; in fact, in this case,
the new semantics is exactly equivalent.
5 Discussion
5.1 Related work
We have presented a semantics for object models that addresses association con-
straints, as well as global constraints included in class invariants and operation
speciﬁcations. Although others have identiﬁed the shortcomings of semantic ap-
proaches that do not address this constraint information—[20] gives a particularly
good account—we are not aware of another approach in which it has been success-
fully incorporated.
Most approaches to the theory of objects have been focussed upon the features of
programming language implementations: the models are seen as a way of organising
and abstracting object-oriented programs, rather than as speciﬁcations in their own
right. The key contributions, such as that of [1] have been in terms of logics of
programs, rather than abstract semantics of models.
As a consequence of the focus upon programming, many authors have suggested
a semantics for models in which associations are treated as attributes of the source
class, and classes are then treated as self-contained components. The model seman-
tics is then presented simply as a combination of class semantics, with the semantics
of each class determined separately.
While this is consistent with the view of models as collections of classes, and
that of classes as implementations of abstract data types:
A class—you may have heard this quite a few times by now—is an implemen-
tation of an abstract data type, whether formally speciﬁed or (as in many cases)
just implicitly understood. [15]
the resulting semantics—although appropriate for programming implementation,
where other logics and tools may be applied—will prove inadequate for the analysis
of object models; we cannot even express the requirement that each reference should
point to an existing object of the appropriate class.
This point is acknowledged in the design of the Uniﬁed Modeling Language
(UML): in class diagrams, modellers are encouraged to distinguish between at-
tributes and associations; associations are considered at the same level as classes;
and the constraint language OCL, now a fundamental component of the UML, is
explicitly intended for the description of constraints involving attributes and asso-
ciations from diﬀerent classes.
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It is acknowledged also in the design of the reﬁnement calculus for object systems
presented in [10], where the authors write:
We design each use case. . . to delegate its partial responsibilities to other
classes in the class diagram according to what information a class maintains
or knows via its associations with other classes
In that calculus, functionality is expressed by means of use cases, and the published
work has yet to be extended to an explicit treatment of pre- and post-conditions.
It seems, however, that the authors are moving towards a similar approach to in-
heritance as that adopted in Booster (see below).
5.2 Objects and Z
The potential impact of global constraints, and the issue of aliasing, is addressed
in an early attempt at object-oriented modelling using the Z notation [9], in which
the author explores the use of relations to capture reference information (although
rejects this for modelling purposes) and observes that the speciﬁcation of an op-
eration may address attributes and associations outside the scope of the current
class.
Other attempts at presenting object-oriented designs using extensions of the
Z notation—in particular, early accounts of Object-Z [18]—have not taken global
constraints into account. As a result, these languages were not able to support the
formal analysis of object models in which associations play an important role. In
the case of Object-Z, this limitation has been recognised, initially in
. . . encapsulation is not suﬃcient to render a system fully modular. That
is, the operations deﬁned in a class may prescribe the invocation on one of the
referenced objects. As such, the meaning of such operations is not conﬁned to
the referencing object—it is not modular.
[8]
and again in
. . . Object-Z allows coupling constraints between classes which, on the one
hand, facilitate speciﬁcation at a high level of abstraction, but, on the other
hand, make class reﬁnement non-compositional.
[14]
However, the suggested solution is to transform and complete the speciﬁcation,
losing the abstraction, and much of the value of the model. Yet without this,
Object-Z descriptions that include class invariants such as
∀ s : supermarkets •
dom(s.database.itemRec) ⊆ dom(warehouse.stock)
[5]
do not have a formal semantics adequate for the analysis of method speciﬁcations
in the context of model constraints; neither do they fully support the semantic
comparison of two versions of the same model.
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5.3 Inheritance
The semantics of inheritance presented in this paper diﬀers from the usual formu-
lation in one important respect: the precondition of a method in a particular class
may be stronger than that given for the same method in any superclasses. The
usual approach is to weaken preconditions, using disjunction: see, for example, the
second ‘Assertion Redeclaration Rule’ presented in [15], which insists upon the use
of the keyword require else when redeclaring method constraints.
This approach is seen as a necessary consequence of the principle of polymorphic
substitutability, outlined in [12]
If for each object o1 of type S there is an object o2 of type T such that for all
programs P deﬁned in terms of T , the behaviour of P is unchanged when o1 is
substituted for o2, then S is a subtype of T
In programming terms, this suggests that a method must be deﬁned, or available,
in the context of a particular class whenever it would be available in the context of
any superclasses: that is, its precondition must be the same, or weaker.
However, while this principle may apply to types in programming languages, it
is not clear that it should apply to classes in object models. In an object model,
we should not assume that the speciﬁed precondition of a method will correspond
exactly to its availability in an implementation: other model constraints may restrict
this availability; alternatively, the method may be oﬀered more widely, but have no
eﬀect when called outside its speciﬁed precondition.
As an example, consider the method assign deﬁned in the context of Staff,
and inherited by the subclass TA. The subclass includes the additional invariant
that the assigned supervisor should not be a reference to the current object. It
does not seem appropriate to insist that the TA.assign method should be allowed
when called with argument this, just because the method Staff.assign would be
available in the same circumstances.
If a subclass describes a specialisation, with additional constraints in terms of
invariant properties and postconditions, then it seems natural to allow that precon-
ditions, too, can be specialised: whether directly, or through the addition of new
attributes, associations, or invariants. We should observe that this view may be
reconciled with the generalised version of the principle [13]:
Let φ(x ) be a property provable about objects x of type T . Then φ(y) should
be true for objects y of type S where S is a subtype of T .
If our notion of what is provable about a method is restricted to what may be
established of the states of the component before and after its execution, given that
it is being executed within its precondition, then any property provable of a method
remains provable when that method is re-used in the context of a subclass.
With our interpretation, inheritance does not correspond exactly to the reﬁne-
ment of classes as separate abstract data types. This is consistent with our decision
to regard association invariants and other global constraints as essential aspects of
object modelling, and to consider reﬁnements of models or components, rather than
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individual classes.
5.4 Future work
The semantics presented in this paper can be extended to allow the comparison of
object models with diﬀerent class structures, by adding a notion of encapsulation at
the component level. Provided that models MA and MB present the same collection
of classes, attributes, and methods to the environment, we can use the theory of
data reﬁnement to compare their semantics. In this way, we may provide formal
support for the notion of refactoring proposed by [7].
Another application of the semantics involves the incremental extension of im-
plementation strategies. If we extend a strategy P to a more ambitious strategy Q,
and the two strategies are consistent in the sense that for any program prog ,
dom (R ◦ P) [[ prog ]] ⊆ dom (R ◦ Q) [[ prog ]] ∧
(dom (R ◦ P) [[ prog ]] (R ◦ Q) [[ prog ]]) ⊆ (R ◦ P) [[ prog ]]
then the semantics of any model under Q will be a data reﬁnement of the semantics
of the same model under P.
For example, we might extend our existing strategy for Booster to take account of
invariants of the form A /\ B = {}, where A and B are associations. A postcondition
requiring that x be added to A could be implemented as A := A ∪ {x}; B := B \
{x}. With this new strategy, the semantics of the register method, considered
in the context of the invariant reglist /\ waitlist = {}, would have a weaker
precondition: the constraint that course in /∈ waiting would disappear.
In selecting an implementation strategy, we must draw a balance between the
degree of automation required and the extent to which a modeller can be expected
to anticipate the consequences of their design decisions. In the implementation
strategy chosen for Booster, we expect the modeller to take into account the values
of attributes in the current object, and in any directly-linked object, but any change
to an object further removed must be speciﬁed explicitly within the postcondition.
The current version of the Booster system executes this strategy automatically,
as a series of model transformations; the ﬁnal method speciﬁcation is translated
directly into functions in C, using library calls to access a data store component
(generated using the C libraries of the B toolkit). Each transformation could be
proved correct with respect to the strategy presented in this paper: outline proofs
for the treatment of basic association invariants are presented in [22]. One of our
objectives in developing the next version is to make proofs of correctness more
straightforward.
The guarded command language employed here is a development of the one
presented at a previous conference [6]: we have extended the weakest precondi-
tion semantics to address conditions upon component state, rather than constraints
upon attributes; this allows an appropriate treatment of aliasing. Our intention is
to further develop this language as a platform-independent notation [11], and to
produce automatic translations into C# and Java.
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Our work on Booster has been targeted at the development of sequential data
components, or object databases, where the maintenance of integrity constraints is
particularly important. It would be instructive to see whether the same approach—
generating implementations from object models using transformations based upon
a formal, domain-speciﬁc semantics—would oﬀer the same value when applied to
other domains.
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